
Passion for innovation has driven Dimension One Spas for more than three 
decades. We believe it will never be enough to do what’s current, or to simply copy 
what others are doing. That’s why D1 holds over 70 patents, including industry 
breakthroughs like curvilinear design in 2002, UltraPure PLUS in 2007, and the 
newest invention, the new 2015 D1 Hub Topside...the most innovative controls in 
the hot tub industry!
By combining design, performance and style, we have created hot tubs that appeal 
to your body, mind and spirit; hot tubs that are so smart and reliable, they 
practically maintain themselves. In our pursuit of the ultimate performance, our 
engineers have studied human anatomy, ergonomics, aquatic massage, acupressure 
and reflexology so extensively we have actually invented a new science; we call it, 
“Hydronomics.” Experience the difference that can only come from owning a D1 
Spa.

The Dimension One Difference



Where today’s innovations become tomorrow’s necessities

  1977
Company Founded

D1 Spas is first to manufacture a 
fully insulated spa for in-ground 
or above-ground usage.

  1981
First Fully insulated Hot tub

selF-Contained portable spa

D1 begins manufacturing a self-
contained portable spa that is 
fully insulated and uses electronic 
controls.

  1983

First company in the spa 
industry to provide a factory 
installed ozone purification 
system.

  1988
Crystalpure Water management

  1970’s

Introduces the UltraLounge®, 
the benchmark standard for 
hydrotherapy. 

  1987
ultralounge®

  1980’s   1990’s

Inroduces the first 
vertical jet with 100 
GPM for foot, ankle, 
and calf therapy.

  1989
VolCano Jet

With high-tech and design innovations reminiscent of each year’s 
developments in the automobile industry, this award-winning, California-
based hot tub company holds over 30 patents, more than any other 
hot tub manufacturer.  This $60 million a year business is known 
for introducing advances in materials science and water handling 
technology that brings customers the most advanced spas in the world.

tHe legaCy oF innoVation

D1 introduces the 
patented 
user-serviceable diverter 
valve.

  1990
diVerter ValVe

D1 brings out the 
patented HydraFlex®

Jet, the only jet that 
adjusts for air-flow, 
direction and water 
volume.

  1994
HydraFlex

® Jet

Receives a patent for the 
first fully adjustable cover 
lift in the industry.

  1992
eZ - liFter®

D1 Spas is the first and only 
company to include an adjustable 
up and down patented head rest.

  1996
neCkFlex™ Jet pilloW

ultrapure Water management

D1 Introduces the most effective 
ozone water filtration system in the 
hot tub industry, UltraPure®.

  1996



D1 introduces a smart heater 
that enhances performance.

FastFlo™ Heater

Introduces the revolutionary 
Dynamic Massage 
Sequencer which is the 
world’s only programmable 
hydrotherapy lounge.

Dimension One Spas 
releases HUB®. This 
controller revolutionizes 
the way hot tubs operate!

  1999   2015
dynamiC massage sequenCer D1 HUB

Breakthrough curvilinear 
design is patented and 
only available from D1 
Spas.

  2002
CurVilinear spa design

  2002
iWatCH, taCtile tHerapy, magnets

Release of several new systems to 
enhance user relaxation, iWatch, 
Magnetic Switches, and Tactile 
Therapy.

liquid Fx paCkage

D1 brings out the LFX 
option package, the 
most sumptuous mood 
enhancing experience 
in the industry. Utilizing 
interchangeable water 
fountains, lights and 
more.

  2005

Releases M-Drive, at the 
time, the world’s most 
intuitive and ergonomically 
friendly hot tub controller.

  2006
m-driVe

ultrapure plus

An industry first, 
the only spa water 
management system 
to integrate ultraviolet 
germicidal light 
technology with an 
ozone system.

  2007

Terracina skirting provides 
the most unique blend 
of durability and natural 
beauty found on the 
market, exclusive to D1. 

D1 introduces a new line of 
patented accent jets. With a 
simple spin motion you can 
completely customize your 
massage experience.

  2010

  2013

terraCina skirting

aCCent Jets

  1997

 2000’s  



Where Style Meets Zen and the Art of Hydrotherapy.

Style & Art

An exquisite balance of performance and style, the 
Bay Collection soothes the body while it relaxes 
the mind. As discerning as their owners, these 
elegant spas deliver the ultimate in indulgence and 
satisfaction through the careful execution of our 
patented curvilinear design.

Curvilinear Design

Liquid FX

D1 has tamed nature by molding water into gravity 
defying artwork.

• One-of-a-kind fountains
• Gentle sounds soothe the senses
• Valve adjustable for size and shape
• Silent operation
• Exciting new Liquid FX Collection
• Interchangeable fountain heads

Rain FX Flame FX Cascade FX

Umbrella Babbling Brook

Liquid FX includes a multi-colored dynamic LED lighting system
within the spa and exclusive architectural lights for the exterior
of the spa.

• 22 multi-colored LEDs
• Cool-burning for extra long life (100K hours!)
• Select a single color or start a random lightshow



Our marine-grade audio system includes auxiliary 
inputs, iPod docking station, SD card reader, high-
quality speakers and optional Sirius Satellite Radio up-
grade. Can be operated when the spa cover is closed 
or with remote control.

Audio System

Skirt Options

Summer Pine Cherry Driftwood Gray Midnight Maple

TAN BROWN GRAY

Relax in your hot tub and enjoy looking at it too. Choose from Terracina or Envirotect trims and watch 
your backyard transform.

TERRACINA Vintage Cedar

Interior Accents
D1 understands that the creation of mood is one of the key factors in determining how you feel 
about your hot tub and here are just a few more things we do to help enhance that mood.

Tile Silhouette Glass Tile Lit Cup Holders Waterfalls



The Anatomy of Aquatic Massage

Dynamic Massage Sequencer

Invented and pioneered by D1 science and design experts, Hydronomics is the study 
of human energy transfer within an aquatic environment. This ensures a hot tub 
experience best described as “the perfect fit.” 

Hydronomics

Turn an ordinary soak into 
a truly memorable whole 
body experience. 

• Six pre-programmed patterns
• Targets six distinct muscle groups
• Three transition speed settings and pause

Tactile Therapy
Raised bumps that have been developed using 
accupressure body maps.
• Allows interactive therapy
• Stimulates trigger points in arms, wrist and feet
• Aids in lactic acid dispersal from worn muscles

UltimAte Comfort



Jet Therapy® Pillow
The first and only height-adjustable neck jet pillow.
• Patented design provides the ultimate in comfort
• Five height positions for an array of user heights
• Ergonomic curved pillow cradles your neck
• Four adjustable jets for water volume and angle

BioForm™ Seating
• No-float seat designs
• Optimized body positioning
• Full body immersion
• Ideal jet placement
• Correct jet size and type

UltraLounge®

This spa-within-a-spa provides 
the ultimate in full body 
hydrotherapy from head to toe.
• No-float designs
• Sculpted leg contours
• Tactile therapy

MaxTherapy™ Seat
Surround yourself in total wrap-
around hydrotherapy.
• Full body immersion
• Strategically placed jets
• Total body therapy



Where the Discerning Customer Meets the Rational Choice

SmArt & reliAble

With the escalating 
cost of energy, why 
consider anything 
that doesn’t consider 
your energy needs? 

It’s a Bright Idea

Energy Smart

D1 Spas are 100% foam insulated with closed-cell urethane like 
commercial freezers to minimize heat loss and ensure low energy costs.
• Multi-density foam provides added structural integrity
• Encapsulates plumbing to prevent leaks
• Absorbs equipment noise for quiet operation
• EPA compliant material

100% Full Foam Insulation

This patented system filters and purifies your spa 24/7 and uses 
less electricity than a 100-watt light bulb
• 84% of energy used returned to spa as heat
• Low-consumption circulation pump
• Durable components for longer life
• Virtually silent operation

UltraPure® Water Management System

So rugged and durable, it requires virtually no maintenance. Unlike 
wood, Envirotect won’t fade from weather or wear and requires no 
painting or staining. 
• Stain and fade resistant
• No painting or staining required
• Highly-recycled plastic
• Environmentally friendly material
• Five-year warranty on @home

Seven-year warranty on Bay and Reflections

TAN BROWN GRAY

Envirotect™



Its elegant, white textured surface is soft on 
your skin yet tough enough to outlast any 
other shell material.
• Lifetime warranty
• Fade-resistant for long-term beauty
• Slip-resistant for safety
• Zero maintenance
• Ideal for nighttime illumination

UltraLife Shell Material®

Status Light
Managing your spa is easy with the optional 
status light. This integrated system illuminates 
the outside of your spa with Dynamic L.E.D. 
Lighting and displays lights to quickly indicate 
the status of your spa. 

The most durable and reliable spa heater on the market.

• 5-Year Unconditional Warranty
• High-flow design prohibits harmful mineral build-up
• Stainless steel, no-weld construction for longer life
• Large surface area and low density lowers heat costs
• Smart Heat: Variable output provides optimal heat

recovery and lower energy consumption

FastFlo Heater



Let the Perfect Spa Take Care of You

PUre & SimPle
M•Drive Spa Control System
Gadgets. Whizbangs. Contraptions. Whatever you call them, they can be 
confusing and won’t live up to their potential until you can control them. 
M•Drive is the simplest way to control your spa functions. 

• Menu-driven spa control system
• Big buttons; Large backlit screen
• Customizable settings
• Scrolling message center

The most sophisticated water management system that has ever been 
created maintains crystal-clear, sparkling water for you to enjoy.
• 100% continuous filtration; over 10,000 gallons a day
• Patented design for minimal off-gassing
• The only system that ozonates spa water while in use
• Minimizes chemical sanitizers when used with Vision
• Factory installed and tested to ensure proper operation

UltraPure PLUS™ Water Management System



D1 Accents
Whether indoors or outdoors we all seek to accent our purchase decisions with extra 
options that customize our experience from the mundane into the magic. D1 Spas has 
crafted a line of features to do just that. Below are just a few ways to accent your new 
backyard lifestyle.

Its patented design makes removing your spa cover easy.
• Anodized aluminum construction for long life
• Open and store cover in two steps
• Mounts to ANY spa model
• Lifetime warranty
• Requires only 18” of clearance behind spa

E-Z Lifter Spa Cover Lift

This proprietary cartridge leaves your water sparkling clean and 
feeling soft while significantly reducing chemical maintenance.

• Kills 99.96% of bacteria on contact
• Cartridge lasts up to six months
• Minimizes chlorine usage
• Reduces skin and eye irritation

Vision® System

Designed exclusively for the @Home Hot Tub, this optional,
energy efficient water management system will continually
purify, filter and circulate your water, 24 hours per day.

•100% continuous filtration of 10,000 gallons/day
• Minimizes chemical sanitizers
• Virtually silent operation

ClearZone® PRO



The Pursuit of Perfection Drives D1 Innovation

UltimAte in PerformAnCe

At the heart of this incredible hydrotherapy machine lies an energy 
efficient and dependable hydrotherapy pump that delivers maximum 
power and performance.

• High output; up to 180 GPM @16 psi
• Low amp draw conserves energy use
• Mounting plates isolate vibration noise
• Large volute increases flow; reduces noise
• Rock-solid design ensures longer service life

Its patented, height-adjustable design delivers soothing, 
massage therapy to aching neck and shoulder muscles.

• Each jet is adjustable in water volume and nozzle angle
• 5 positions up or down to fit your height
• 2 or 4 interchangeable VCR jets

Introduced in 1999, it was the world’s first programmable hydrotherapy lounge. 

• Isolates pump power to 6 specific therapy zones
• Digital control panel with active therapy display
• Pause control allows user to target pain areas
• Speed control adjusts sequence time up or down

AquaFlo® Pumps

Jet Therapy® Pillow

Dynamic Massage Sequencer



Powerful VCR Jets are placed above the waterline to 
target aching shoulder muscles.

• Optimally sized jets and placement
• Adjustable in water volume and direction
• Interchangeable; directional or rotating nozzles

Shoulder Top Jets

Echo Underwater Control
Exclusive underwater controls lay at your fingertips, which 
activates therapy pump and lighting systems.
• Magnetic design; no voltage in water for safety
• Patent-pending

A powerful, vertically-mounted jet in the foot well 
provides an incredible lower body massage. 

• High-volume for ultimate performance
• Targets trigger points in legs, calves and feet
• Divertor valve allows control of water volume

Typhoon Jet

The most versatile hydrotherapy jets in the 
industry provide the ultimate massage.

• High-volume for ultimate performance
• Fully-adjustable to customize massage.
• Interchangeable with a variety of nozzles

VCR® Jets
Form and function blend seamlessly in the new 
Accent Jet design.

• High-volume for ultimate performance
• Customize your massage
• Interchange jets with a simple spin motion

Accent Jets



It’s one thing to say you’re the best. It’s quite another when 
someone else says it for you.

World ClASS

For More Info, Contact:
Pools & Cues & Spas, Too

760 Southbridge Street, 
Auburn, MA 01501

(508)-832-6566   
www.PoolsCuesSpas.com




